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ABSTRACT 
This study is conducted to investigate students understanding and awareness 
about the effects ofdifferent types of strings gauge in gui‘ar playing. It is also 
included their approaches towards guitar ‘echniques. This research also aims the 
student’s knowledge about the effects of strings gauge in guitar playing by giving the 
deﬁnition 
Although, this research also identiﬁed the problem faced by undergraduate 
students from Faculty ofMusic in UiTM when choosing various types ofstring in 
their playing‘ The causes and factors could be found when students overcome the 
problems are also identiﬁed in this research.
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Chapter 1 
BACKGROUND OF STUDY 
Introduction 
Modem age guitar or also called the electric gmar have many types where it 
evolves with the century. In this lt century, there are many types of electric guitar 
such as 7»strings electric guitar, 8-strings electric guitar and the common one is 6— 
stn'ngs electric guitar. 
According to Monica (2015), during the ﬁrst three decades of the 20th 
century, guitar makers built larger bodied instruments by using steel instead ofgut 
strings and metal instead ofwood for the guitar body. In the 19205, the innovations 
in microphone and speakers, radio broadcasting and recording made electronic 
ampliﬁcation for guitars possible, The volume was suddenly able to go way up. 
Most of great elecmc gJitaﬁst players build their name through massive 
compositions and some are abou‘ to begin their career as guitarists. However, most 
of them are not particular concerned about their guts such as string gauges, pedal 
boards, guitar body and the way to create ﬁt sounds to play some popular music. 
Sound judgment can be pursued through choosing various types of strings in 
electric guitar and smooth touch can be felt through the vibrations of the strings 
through the guitar. Although, some guitarist might be thinking that strings could give 
pleasure to guitar techniques. According to Dave (2008). “once you develop a 
thorough understanding ofthe qualities ofdifferent types of strings, you can use that 
knowledge to tweak the sound and feel on any kind of guitar.
